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iAbstract
A new inlet design for a scramjet engine has been designed at The University of
Queensland, to be used as part of a propulsion system to launch small payloads into orbit.
It is known as the CREST inlet, and was designed using similar streamtracing techniques
used in the development of the REST inlet. The performance of the CREST inlet is
undetermined. As this engine is designed to accelerate a vehicle from Mach 5 to Mach
10, it is important throughout the trajectory that the inlet provides suitable conditions
to the combustor.
One of the two major aims of this thesis is to provide a preliminary analysis of
the inlet, using quasi one dimensional methods, to determine the general performance
and highlight areas that may hamper performance. At the lower range of Mach numbers
for which this engine must operate, dual mode combustion will be present, where both
subsonic and supersonic flow occur in the combustor. This is difficult to sustain, and
therefore the other main aim of the thesis is to determine the possibility of using an
expansion ramp combustor to hold the dual mode combustion. A quasi one dimensional
code was used to determine the performance over the trajectory. For the expansion ramp
combustor preliminary investigation, the numerical simulation code Eilmer3 was used.
Several sonic injection cases and a porous injection case were simulated.
The one dimensional analysis demonstrated satisfactory performance of the inlet
over the trajectory. It showed a method of providing heat is required for initial ignition
at low Mach numbers, and for low angles of attack further compression is necessary. A
significant portion of the flight can be in the dual mode combustion region, indicating it
is necessary to provide a method to sustain this. The two dimensional analysis showed
that the expansion ramp combustor is a viable option to sustain dual mode combustion.
Several factors appear to affect the expansion ramp’s ability to generate the recirculation
zone and separation indicative of dual mode combustion. These were injection angle and
location of the ramp; the boundary layer size being a large contributing factor.
From this thesis, the CREST inlet is shown to be a promising candidate for
the accelerator scramjet engine, providing good performance with a preliminary, non-
optimised combustor design. The issues identified in this thesis, including the low initial
ii
temperature, can be resolved by further work. Initially, the expansion ramp combustor
appears to be a viable method of sustaining dual mode combustion, and further analysis
of it may provide a unique solution to this problem.
iii
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Chapter 1
Thesis Overview
In essence, this thesis quantifies the behaviour of a scramjet engine with the CREST
(Crescent to Elliptical Shape Transition) inlet, which is proposed as a second stage to
orbit propulsion mechanism for a launch system. It is difficult to design a scramjet engine
to give optimal performance over the course of its design trajectory; in this case from
Mach 5 to Mach 10. It is the purpose of this thesis to determine how this inlet affects the
engine’s performance.
Chapter One describes the motivation, project goals, scope and objectives, as
well as outlining the following chapters.
Chapter Two contains a review of the current literature and provides background
to the reader on the topic of scramjets and their off-design performance related issues.
Chapter Three describes the quasi-1D analysis performed; the approach and the
results found, highlighting areas of less than ideal performance.
Chapter Four centres around the 2D axisymmetric simulation performed on the
expansion ramp combustor.
Chapter Five summarises the results of the thesis.
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1.1 Introduction
Space systems have now become integral to daily life, with many of them impacting
the individual; weather satellites and global positioning systems to name the most high
profile being used frequently by most individuals. This environment has, by its harsh and
unique nature, led to many breakthrough technologies and will no doubt lead to many
more. With the cold-war era of the space race over, it is no longer the technology that
limits what can be achieved in space, but the financial cost involved in accessing it.
With current propulsion and material technologies, several stages are required to
launch a payload to orbit. The current method of sustaining hypersonic flight is limited
to rocket propulsion. In regards to specific impulse, a propulsion performance measure,
rocket systems perform the worst of the aeronautical propulsion systems as seen in Figure
1-1. For space launch systems which must operate up to very high Mach numbers this
limits the possible propulsion mechanisms to one; the rocket. The final stage is limited
to a rocket propulsion system due to the lack of oxidiser in the upper atmosphere.
Figure 1-1: Uninstalled thrust of propulsion
systems [13]
Recently there has been increasing
interest in reusable launch stages to reduce
payload costs to orbit, with a first stage
rocket having been successfully landed by
SpaceX, which accelerated the remaining
stages to between Mach 5 and Mach 7 [4].
Scramjet engines provide an alternative
propulsion method for the second stage
which could be utilised in a reusable
manner.
Scramjets are supersonic combustion ramjets; compression is done by the
forebody of the inlet and aircraft negating the requirement of a compressor and turbine
of a turbojet. Over their operating regime, scramjet engines have a higher 𝐼𝑠𝑝 than
rockets [16] as shown in Figure 1-1. Many problems arise at these high speeds however,
including combustion problems within the engine, and material issues due to the high
temperatures.
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Scramjets have been optimised for design flight speeds to generate positive
thrust. An accelerator scramjet for a second stage to orbit propulsion system, however,
would face a range of freestream conditions which pose further challenges to the design.
The University of Queensland is currently in the process of designing such an accelerator
scramjet for a conical forebodied vehicle. An integral part of such an engine is the inlet,
which must provide conditions congenial to combustion. Using streamline tracing
techniques, Gollan and Smart [3] designed a modular inlet that transitioned from a
body-fitted shape to an elliptical combustor entrance. This analysis resulted in the
CREST (CRescent to Elliptical Shape Transition) inlet, of which the front view is seen
in Figure 1-2.
Determining the exact nature of the issues faced by an accelerator scramjet engine
with a CREST inlet over a second stage to orbit trajectory is the focus of the current
investigation. This analysis will use a combination of techniques to highlight and quantify
the potential challenging areas throughout the flight regime.
Figure 1-2: CREST inlet design [3]
Manipulating an engine design to
provide suitable performance over such a
large Mach number range is a balancing
act to create suitable flow conditions
throughout the engine at both ends of the
flight regime. In general terms, the issues
are known for a scramjet engine operating
over a range of Mach numbers. Having said
that, the overall objective of this study is
to analyse the accelerator scramjet engine over the proposed range of Mach 5 to Mach 10
to quantify the problems throughout the trajectory and examine the effectiveness of an
expansion ramp combustor.
The sub-objectives of this investigation have been chosen to break the main goal
into more achievable sections:
∙ Ensure the temperatures and pressures are within material limits throughout the
engine;
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∙ Determine the location in the trajectory of the transition from dual mode1 to pure
supersonic combustion;
∙ Ensure combustion occurs (i.e. determine whether the conditions are conducive to
combustion considering the dual mode cycle analysis has a limitation of equilibrium
chemistry 2; and
∙ Examine the possibility of using an expansion ramp combustor to sustain dual-mode
combustion.
The outcome of the investigation will be a thesis that documents the process and
results.
1Dual mode combustion occurs when there are significant areas of both subsonic and supersonic flow
in the combustor
2Equilibrium chemistry does not take into account the short residence times inherent to scramjets
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1.2 Project Scope
The accelerator scramjet engine inlet to be analysed within the thesis has already been
designed, therefore it is unnecessary to design or modify an existing inlet for this
purpose. In addition, initial designs for the combustor and nozzle exist. However, no
previous analysis has been performed on the engine so there is no pre-determined scope
or prior work to guide in this specific case. Drawing from the goals of the thesis, the
current work will monitor several features of the flow throughout the flight regime to
determine the performance of the engine, specifically regarding material properties and
combustion (residence times and starting). Along the flight regime, the combustion
mode will be examined to determine where the transition from dual mode to pure
supersonic combustion occurs.
As quasi-1D code in use by The University of Queensland provides powerful
performance analysis of scramjet engines, it will be used as a base for the current work.
In regards to trajectory analysis, work has already been performed and need not to be
redone. The trajectory will be introduced in the literature review.
The scope for the project is defined as:
∙ Designing wrapper code to iterate through flight regimes to determine the conditions
throughout the engine. This will require input from databases of the inlet conditions
and the trajectory;
∙ Monitoring of engine starting throughout the trajectory;
∙ Provide possible methods of optimising the accelerator engine for off-design
performance;
∙ Analyse the accelerator engine at Mach numbers outside the pre-determined
trajectory;
∙ Determine mode transition point for current engine configuration;
∙ Use a 2D numerical simulation to explore the suitability of an expansion ramp
combustor sustaining dual mode combustion; and
∙ Altering the characteristics of the engine to obtain the best performance throughout
the flight regime.
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The following have been determined to be outside the scope of this work:
∙ Inlet design;
∙ Creating a trajectory for the accelerator engine. An optimised trajectory has already
been generated, and so this would be redundant;
∙ Exploring performance outside the current trajectory model, except inlet
performance for discrete Mach numbers from 5 to 10 and angles of attack from 0
to 8;
∙ Creating meshing for 3D CFD, as the design and computer modeling of the engine
has already been performed;
∙ Creating cycle analysis code. The current dual mode cycle analysis code is well-
suited to the needs of the thesis and can be modified if necessary;
∙ The current cycle analysis code only incorporates equilibrium chemistry which is a
potential drawback to the analysis. Using other combustion methods are deemed
out of the scope;
∙ Creating engine database from 3D CFD simulations; and
∙ Vehicle design.
CHAPTER 1. THESIS OVERVIEW
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This Chapter contains a review of the current relevant research to provide a context to
the reader. Known off-design performance issues will be summarised along with several
methods of mitigation.
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2.1 Introduction
The scramjet engine that forms the basis for this research is designed to accelerate over a
range of Mach numbers and therefore will experience varying freestream conditions, which
will provide less than optimal performance and conditions throughout. It is the aim of
this work to combine the knowledge separated throughout the literature. This is with
the aim of providing methods of improving areas of weak performance of the accelerator
engine if possible, and if not, to identify what needs to be addressed for best performance.
2.2 Scramjet Inlet Compression
Much literature has been focused on the amount of compression an inlet should perform
for optimum conditions in the combustor. Here, compression denotes the pressure ratio
after the inlet to the freestream pressure. The current design point of the engine is Mach
10. How the compression optimised for this design point will work for the lower boundary
of the design range is a focus of this research.
Figure 2-1: Contraction ratios and inlet
starting, adapted from [12]
Smart suggests that low
compression ratios of 50 to 100 are ideal
for a scramjet inlet [12]. Above this, cycle
efficiency did not increase greatly with
compression ratio, and nonequilibrium
effects (where gases in the combustor
dissociate and possible combustion energy
is lost) cause increasingly detrimental
losses [12]. There are additional issues
with inlet operability limits that have to
be addressed with more emphasis above
the stated compression ratio; inlet starting and boundary-layer separation [12].
Inlet starting is defined as developing supersonic flow through an inlet [12], and
this is integral to the engine functioning as a scramjet. High contraction in the inlet
will slow the flow down below supersonic speeds resulting in failure of the inlet to start
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[12]. Starting is often classified using area contraction ratios in the engine; the area at
the cowl to the area at the throat [12] is compared to the Mach number at the cowl. If
certain limits are met, inlet starting can be achieved [12]. Figure 2-1 shows correlations
for starting developed for 2D and 3D engines, as labeled. The 2D limit is known as the
Kantrowitz limit and is conservative when considering 3D inlets such as the CREST inlet.
The 3D limit developed by Smart [12] is more accurate for 3D inlets, and provides a useful
guide. This figure was adapted from Smart [12]. Boundary layer separation can cause
unstart through blockage of the engine [12]. It is important to monitor the starting of
the engine in the analysis of this inlet as it will behave differently throughout the flight
regime.
Compression levels are important for combustor performance [12]. The ignition
length of the combustion relies heavily upon both temperature and pressure, with the
reaction length largely changing only with pressure [12]. There is then a minimum
required pressure to be supplied to the combustor from the inlet that will ensure
combustion. Figure 2-2 shows how the pressure ratio affects the reaction rate for
different Mach numbers.
Figure 2-2: Reaction lengths vs compression
ratio [12]
As the geometry is fixed
throughout the flight, the compression
ratio can only be optimised for one Mach
number. If the design point is in the
middle of the flight regime, the pressure
in the combustor would be higher, and
the temperature lower, than optimal for
lower speeds. Similarly at the upper range
of the engine, the pressures would be
lower than optimal and the temperatures
higher. High pressure in the combustor is
unwanted due to structural limitations [12]. High temperatures are detrimental due to
dissociation effects reducing the maximum possible energy to be extracted from the flow
[12]. Material limitations also add restrictions to the temperatures allowed.
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When testing the performance of a Mach 5.7 REST engine at Mach 4, Smart
and Trexler determined that spillage holes were necessary in the inlet. These acted as
a passive spillage device that allowed the inlet to self-start at the lower Mach number,
whilst having a reduced amount of spillage as the flight speed increased [14]. However, the
effect of these spillage holes on the performance above Mach 5.7 was not determined, a
limitation to the study. This may be examined as a possible method of self-starting if the
engine has that issue at low Mach numbers. Varying the position of these holes altered
their effectiveness. Unstart was induced in the experiment by creating back-pressure,
after which the engine restarted indicating it desired to start.
2.3 CREST Inlet
The CREST inlet was developed using the same principles as the REST inlet, for a
compression field generated by a conical vehicle forebody [3]. The design principles of the
REST inlet, developed by Smart [15], consisted of defining an inlet shape using a modified
streamline tracing technique, for inviscid conditions, and correcting for boundary layer
effects inherent to viscous flow.
Figure 2-3: REST inlet cross-sectional
transition [15]
For the REST inlet, the modified
streamline tracing technique combined
three stream-traced inlets in a smooth
manner to transition from the rectangular
capture shape to elliptical throat. A
streamline traced inlet is defined by setting
a desired compression field (in this case
axisymmetric) and a capture shape and
following the streamlines from the capture
shape through to the throat [15]. The
viscous correction involves increasing the area of the inlet to accommodate boundary
layer growth and result in a core flow resembling that of the inviscid design [15].
Figure 2-3 shows the inlet’s transition of the cross-section from the rectangular
capture area to elliptical throat. An elliptical combustor is desired as it provides a balance
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between strength required to resist the pressures involved, weight and area [15]. From
stream tracing analysis, the peak on the bottom edge was developed to enable a better
throat cross-sectional area [15]. Other notable features of the REST inlet include the
swept inlet edges and notched cowl, which can be seen on the CREST inlet in Figure 2-4.
The rectangular front shape was chosen for a modular application on a planar vehicle;
this is the most efficient method of stacking on a planar undercarriage. The swept leading
edges and notched cowl are to improve the off-design performance by being able to spill
excess flow [15]. Note this does not affect inlet performance for on-design performance as
the streamlines travel horizontally to this point [15].
Figure 2-4: CREST inlet bottom view [3]
Gollan and Smart extended this
methodology in [3] to apply different
vehicle forebody shapes, as the REST inlet
was designed for planar shapes and did not
provide optimum mass capture or modular
application for other vehicle designs. The
resulting geometry is shown best by Figures 1-2 and 2-4. The conical forebody results
in a thinner shock layer than a planar vehicle, which effectively reduces the height and
increases the width of an inlet designed for such a vehicle.
2.4 Fluidic Compression
At off-design speeds, the compression performed by an inlet is not ideal, and as identified
earlier, will be lower than desired at higher Mach numbers. Fluidic compression is a
method to increase the pressure throughout the engine by injecting the fuel in the inlet as
examined by Turner and Smart [17]. The aim of their study was to reduce the required
combustor length, and hence engine length, by allowing the fuel/air mixing to occur earlier
in the engine.
A significant outcome showed that pressure was increased throughout the engine
with fuel injection in the inlet, which can be seen in Figure 2-5. Here, the increased
pressure can be seen by comparing the fuel on and fuel off cases. The inlet injection
point is shown at the top of the image where a cross section of the scramjet is shown.
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By deliberately using an oversped testing condition (faster than the design point), the
study [17] created shock and boundary layer interactions that led to hot areas within the
combustor to be used as ignition zones. This is known as ‘radical farming’ [17]. The fuel
was injected through three portholes 25mm apart at 45∘ to the oncoming flow.
Figure 2-5: Pressure profiles for inlet
injection [17]
Fuel injection increases
the pressure in the inlet by interaction
between the hydrogen fuel jet and
incoming flow; generating shock waves, as
well as by the additional mass of the fuel
itself [17]. This is seen to occur before the
ignition point of RB2, where a significant
increase in pressure is attributed
to combustion [17]. Below an equivalence
ratio of 0.92, there was no ignition in the
inlet [17]. Equivalence ratios denote how
the current fuel to air ratio compares to the stoichiometric one, where stoichiometry
defines an equilibrium reaction [17]. Above this value, unstart occurred, whereby the
combustion process created too high of a pressure, separating the flow from the wall and
moved forward through the inlet leading to significant losses [17]. It was suggested that
although some fuel may have been caught in the boundary layer near the injectors, only
localised combustion would have occurred due to the low surrounding temperatures and
did not overly affect the flow.
Another major finding was that the fuel did not mix well enough to reach
combustion efficiencies above 60% in this experiment, but this could be alleviated by
adding additional injectors. Injecting the fuel into the inlet increased the overall drag of
the inlet [17], which indicates a need to determine whether this balances the thrust
generated.
This method of fluidic injection appears to be a successful method of increasing
the pressure throughout the engine which may be beneficial for high Mach number speeds
where low combustor pressure is an issue hindering robust combustion.
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At speeds outside the design Mach number the compression performed by the
inlet will not be optimal. At speeds below the design point, the shock angle created
by the inlet will generate spillage at the cowl lip [5], whilst above the design point the
compression achieved is insufficient, and possible unstart can occur from flow separation
effects [5]. A method of controlling the compression ratio is to use fluidic compression [5].
Another method of fluidic compression is achieved by injecting a pressurised jet of fluid
along the surface of the inlet [5].
By controlling the pressure of the jet it is possible to negate the adverse effects of
spillage and flow separation by ensuring the oblique shock angle contacts the cowl lip [5].
Higher pressure in the injected jet is necessary to increase the shock angle and vice versa
to decrease the shock angle. A splitter plate is used to separate the combustor from the
flow path of the injected fluid, and both are expanded after the combustor to generate
thrust [5]. This splitter plate presents several possible disadvantages, largely as it can be
optimised for one speed only.
Outside of this design position, flow from the injected jet may enter the isolator,
which may be beneficial at speeds above the design Mach number depending on the
constituents of the fluid as it will increase the compression ratio [5]. At lower than designed
Mach numbers the air captured may enter below the splitter reducing the compression
ratio in the combustor [5]. These effects are created by the difference required between
the pressure of the jet and the post-shock pressure of the flow. The pressure of the jet
for operation above the design speed is above the post shock pressure of the airflow and
has to expand, therefore expanding the jet [5]. Conversely for operation below the design
speed, the jet pressure is below the air flow post shock pressure and therefore is contracted
via a series of shocks [5]. This changes where the injected jet impacts the splitter plate.
Drag and shocks created by the physical dimensions of the splitter plate are a large issue
[5].
In regards to overall engine performance, Haws et al. found using a jet reduced
the 𝐼𝑠𝑝 of the engine and an increasing amount of mass flow rate in the jet resulted in a
further decreased 𝐼𝑠𝑝. Haws et al suggest injecting fuel in the jet may increase the 𝐼𝑠𝑝,
although the possibility of ignition before the combustor should be analysed. However, by
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controlling the shock angle such that it remained on the cowl lip, boundary layer negative
effects can be negated which reduces the possibility of the engine unstarting at speeds
lower than the design Mach number. The effect of the increased weight of the source gas
for jet injection was not investigated by Haws et al., although this method does show
potential to mitigate some of the potential drawbacks at off-design Mach numbers.
2.5 Dual Mode Combustion
During hypersonic flight of a scramjet engine exceeding Mach 7 or 8 [10], the flow through
the combustor section is supersonic, with minor local subsonic regions. Below these flight
speeds a different condition develops in the combustor; the dual mode combustion regime,
where a pressure rise causes boundary layer separation to occur with significant regions
of subsonic flow. [16].
Figure 2-6: Scramjet combustion modes [18]
The dual mode operation of a
scramjet engine results in partly supersonic
and partly subsonic flow throughout the
combustor. This combustion type is
physically characterised by the separated
section of the flow adjacent to the walls,
the supersonic core area and a zone mixing
the flow between the two others [16]. This
phenomenon is seen in Figure 2-6 b),
where a separation zone is formed at the
combustor wall. Pure scramjet combustion
is seen in Figure 2-6 c) where no separation has formed. An oblique shock train can be
seen forming from the start of this separation, and expansion fan at the end. If this
separation becomes too large, it could propagate to the inlet and cause the engine to
unstart causing hugely detrimental losses [12].
Several effects contribute to the initiation of the change in flow characteristics
through the engine. As the Mach number decreases, pressure rises are experienced in
the engine due to the larger relation between the heating rate and total enthalpy rate
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entering [10]. Combustion can create a pressure rise within the combustor causing, in
this dual mode region, boundary layer separation of the flow from the walls [16]. This
imposed back pressure causes upstream interactions which ultimately generates a shock
train within the isolator [10]. Exceeding Mach 8 the boundary layer struggles to separate
from this pressure rise because the kinetic energy of the flow is increasing [16].
The isolator helps to stabilise the shock train, which is generated by boundary
layer effects including recirculation zones [10]. It is possible to help the stability of the
flow through the combustor by using backward facing steps which generate recirculation
zones or to use a diverging area combustor [10]. As this investigation will be concerning
flows below Mach 8, there will be dual mode combustion in the engine. It is important
to gain an understanding of the effects of this on the performance of the engine.
2.5.1 Mode Transition
Due to the nature of the accelerator scramjet performing through both combustion
modes it is necessary to develop an understanding of mode transition; how this occurs
and affects performance. Bao et al. [1] suggest that wall pressure and thrust are
negatively affected at the mode transition point. In their study, Bao et al. attempted to
instigate the transition between combustion modes to study its dynamic characteristics.
The transition is governed by the freestream Mach number, fuel equivalence ratio and
temperature of the combustor wall [1]. There was found to be a ‘hysteresis effect’ [1]
where the same freestream conditions can result in different combustion modes; the
other affecting parameter is the combustion history [1]. For the accelerator engine this
means the transition point will have to be found and analysed to ascertain whether it
will transition as it accelerates and how it can be assisted to transition.
For the different combustion modes, different fuel injection methods may be
necessary. For high speed scramjet engines with pure supersonic combustion, Smart and
Turner [17] found that injecting the fuel in the inlet offered an attractive solution
allowing high air and fuel mixing to occur. In a Mach 8.1 scramjet engine equivalence
ratios up to 0.92 were achieved, without combustion occurring in the inlet or the inlet’s
performance being drastically affected [17]. This is untested for lower Mach numbers
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and may be less than optimal. Bonanos et al. proposed a different combustor style for
dual mode combustion. This combustor design can be seen in Figure 2-7.
2.6 Combustor Design
Figure 2-7: Expansion ramp combustor
geometry [2]
The current combustor design includes a
’step’ feature in the geometry to instigate
a recirculation zone and thereby helping
supersonic combustion. In their study,
to facilitate combustion, Bonanos et al.
proposed an expansion ramp in lieu of
a step at the combustor entrance which
injects fuel at an angle to the flow. The fuel
injected into the combustor creates a shear layer that reattaches and forms a recirculation
zone [2]. This recirculation zone acts as a flame holder and assists with combustion [2]; the
inner high-speed stream is partially captured and recirculated with the injected mixture.
Figure 2-7 shows the geometry of the expansion ramp combustor used in the
experiment. The angle of the wall is 30∘ to the flow, an injection is using a 65% open
fraction porous injector over the face of the ramp. The results of the experiment can be
seen in Figure 2-8 a) and b).
Figure 2-8: Expansion ramp combustion
experimental results [2]
Here a) shows the non-reacting
fuel injection and b) shows the reacting
case. Figure 2-8 a) shows that the
shear layer is restricted in its upward
movement while the in 2-8 b) the
combustion generates additional pressure
and allows greater vertical impingement
on the supersonic flow. The reacting case
alters the oblique shock train generated.
Both cases generate mixing between the
‘fuel’ and ‘freestream’ flows which is ideal; this will create better combustion performance
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if a higher proportion of the fuel is mixed.
In Bonanos et al.’s research, a flip experiment was used where the fuel was in the
freestream and oxidiser in place of fuel in a normal combustor. A drawback of the study
was the slow speeds used; only Mach 1.5 flow speed was used through the combustor. This
expansion ramp combustor design may be useful to assist with the dual mode combustor
regime while inlet fuel injection could be used for the supersonic combustion regime.
2.7 Trajectory Design
The trajectory was designed by Preller et al. in [9] using several steps. These involved
the use of CADAC, Computer Aided Design of Aerospace Concepts, HYPAERO and
SEAGULL to maintain the scramjet powered launch vehicle at a constant dynamic
pressure of 50 kPa while accelerating. In [9], the takeover point from rocket to scramjet
powered ascent is at Mach 6 at the desired dynamic pressure. The modified version of
CADAC used in the study integrated the equations of motion at each time step to
determine the forces involved, and therefore the necessary manipulation of the
trajectory to keep the required conditions. Variation of the angle of attack was used to
control the dynamic pressure so the scramjet engines were not hindered [9].
The thrust force from the engines, aerodynamic forces on the vehicle and the
expansion tail induced lift forces are the main forces that are exerted on the vehicle.
CADAC reads the thrust force at each time interval from propulsion databases [9], which
stock a range of thrust values for given inlet conditions. The aerodynamic forces are
found using HYPAERO, which determines them by a strip theory method [9]. This code
calculates Mach number, pressure, temperature, density, boundary layer and skin friction
along the surface to provide a picture of the overall aerodynamic forces felt by the aircraft
[9]. The restrictions on HYPAERO use are: flows above Mach 5 where the flow is not
rarefied, and low angles of attack. The SEAGULL code is used to determine the thrust
and lift forces created by the expansion surface at the rear of the aircraft.
The trajectory used for this thesis is from Mach 6 to Mach 9.4.
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Chapter 3
One Dimensional Cycle Analysis
This chapter details the process used to analyse the performance of the engine across its
trajectory, using a quasi 1D cycle analysis.
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3.1 Introduction
When examining a new engine and inlet design, utilising a one dimensional cycle analysis
provides a baseline of the performance from which further, more expensive computational
work can be performed. This chapter will discuss the approach used when analysing
the trajectory, followed by the preparatory code required. The results of the quasi one
dimensional analysis will be presented and discussed in this Chapter.
3.2 Dual Mode Cycle Code
The quasi one dimensional cycle analysis code used is dmcycle, developed by Professor
Michael Smart at The University of Queensland. This program uses a streamline approach
to determine the conditions along a flowpath. Dmcycle handles both pure supersonic
combustion as well as dual mode combustion. To use the code, an input file must be
specified which gives the freestream conditions, geometry of the inlet as well as fueling
and combustion parameters.
The quasi 1D code uses several differential equations to solve for flow conditions
throughout the combustor and nozzle. These equations include the conservation of mass,
momentum and energy [11]. These are the first three equations below, which are found
in [11]. Here, 𝜌 is density, 𝑉 is velocity, 𝐴 is area, 𝑝 is pressure, 𝑀 is Mach number, 𝐶𝑓
is friction coefficient, 𝛾 is specific heat ratio, and 𝑇 is temperature.
𝑑𝜌
𝜌
+ 𝑑𝑉
𝑉
+ 𝑑𝐴
𝐴
= 0
𝑑𝑝
𝑝
+ 𝛾𝑀22
4𝐶𝑓𝑑𝑥
𝐷
+ 𝛾𝑀22
𝑑𝑉 2
𝑉
= 0
𝑑𝑇
𝑇
+ 𝛾−12 𝑀
2 𝑑𝑉 2
𝑉
= (1 + 𝛾−12 𝑀
2)𝑑𝑇𝑡
𝑇𝑡
Along with the conservation equations, the differential versions of the equation of state
and Mach number equation were also used [11].
𝑑𝑝
𝑝
− 𝑑𝜌
𝜌
− 𝑑𝑇
𝑇
𝑑𝑀2
𝑀2 − 𝑑𝑉
2
𝑉 2 +
𝑑𝑇
𝑇
When rearranged in terms of the change in Mach number 𝑑𝑀2, the following equation is
found [11].
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𝑑𝑀2
𝑀
= −2(1+
𝛾−1
2 𝑀
2)
1−𝑀2
𝑑𝐴
𝐴
+ (1+𝛾𝑀
2)(1+ 𝛾−12 𝑀
2)
1−𝑀2
𝑑𝑇𝑡
𝑇𝑡
+ 𝛾𝑀
2(1+ 𝛾−12 𝑀
2)
1−𝑀2 4𝑐𝑓
𝑑𝑥
𝐷
This equation can be solved numerically since the area profile is known, and therefore 𝑑𝐴
𝐴
is known, and 𝑑𝑇𝑡
𝑇𝑡
can be found by assuming an efficiency curve given 𝜂𝑚, shown below.
The stagnation temperature can then be found bydetermining 𝐻𝑡 [11]. The combustion
characteristics are found using equilibrium combustion dynamics.
𝜂𝑚 = 𝜂𝑚,4 𝜃𝑋1+(𝜃−1)𝑋 , 𝑋 =
𝑥−𝑥3
𝑥4−𝑥𝑓
𝐻𝑡 = 𝐻𝑡2 + ℎ𝑝𝑟𝑓𝜑𝜂𝑚 −Δ𝑄 and 𝑇𝑡(𝑥) = 𝐻𝑡𝑐𝑝
The code steps down the engine, initially assuming attached flow and checks pressure
against the Korkegi condition and for sonic flow [11]. If no separation is found to have
occurred, the code cycles through again outputting the result. If separation occurs, a
further relation is required; this time to compute the core area, 𝐴𝑐. This is given through
the following differential equation for the pressure change through a shock train [11].
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
𝑝
𝑝𝑖
= 4𝐾𝛾 𝑝
𝑝𝑖
𝑀2, 4𝐾 = 44.5𝐶𝑓
Here 𝑝𝑖 is the pressure before interaction with the shock train and 𝐶𝑓 is the coefficient
of skin friction where the flow has separated. The previous relations can be resolved for
𝑑𝑀2
𝑀2 and
𝑑(𝐴𝑐/𝐴)
𝐴𝑐/𝐴
.
𝑑𝑀2
𝑀2 = −(1 + 𝛾−12 𝑀2)
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𝑝
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2
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𝐴
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𝑑𝑥
𝐷
𝐴𝑐
𝐴
+ 𝑑𝑇𝑡
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]︂
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1−𝑀2{1−𝛾(1−𝐴𝑐/𝐴)}
𝛾𝑀2𝐴𝑐/𝐴
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𝑑𝑝
𝑝
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1+(𝛾−1)𝑀2
2𝐴𝑐/𝐴
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4𝐶𝑓 𝑑𝑥𝐷 +
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1 + 𝛾−12 𝑀
2
)︁
𝑑𝑇𝑡
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From here, separated flow can be solved numerically for the core flow area and Mach
number. To determine the effects of the nozzle, 𝑑𝑚𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 uses isentropic equilibrium
expanions to calculate the conditions at the exit. A nozzle exit area or pressure must
be specified and nozzle efficiency of approximately 90% set [11]. The unistalled thrust is
calculated by:
𝐹𝑢𝑛 = 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝐹𝑖𝑛 − 𝐹𝑎𝑑𝑑
Using the equations set here and equilibrium chemistry, 𝑑𝑚𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 is able to generate an
image of what occurs throughout a scramjet. Note: all equations above are found in [11].
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3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 Preparing the Input Deck
As the cycle analysis program operates for one set of inlet conditions, it is necessary to
perform a number of iterations over the trajectory to define the performance throughout.
Numerical simulations performed outside this thesis provided the properties at the throat
of the scramjet i.e. after the inlet. These values were given at Mach numbers of 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, and 10, and angles of attack at even integers from 0 to 8. The process used to
iteratively generate the input desks is described below.
1. Select points from traj.asc and place in traj.in;
2. Call read_in.m;
3. Run accel.f; and
4. Call multiple_out.m.
The traj.asc file contains all the trajectory points calculated via the method
explained in Chapter 2. As the cycle analysis code can be time consuming to run,
especially when iterating to find the separation point, and it is not necessary to find the
performance at each point to see the general trends in performance, only some data
points were chosen. These were manually extracted from traj.asc and placed into traj.in.
Read_in.m initially reads in the data points representing the inlet state generated
by the three dimensional simulation of the inlet. Following, it creates a three dimensional
cubic interpolation of the points and finds the necessary values on this surface for each of
the trajectory points. The output of this script is a file called throat_values.out containing
the throat values for each point.
The Fortran program accel.f takes two main inputs; the traj.in file and the
throat_values.out file. From here, it creates the required input deck format for each
trajectory point to be analysed using dmcycle. After dmcycle has finished its analysis for
each data point, accel.f saves the outputs into dmcmultiple_out.dat and loads the new
input deck to cycle through. Accel.f can be seen in Appendix B. Other outputs are used
to assist the post processing matlab script, multiple_out.m.
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Finally, multiple_out.m reads the dmcmultiple_out.dat and assisting files to
generate plots of Mach, Pressure and Temperature vs Displacement along the engine,
and Thrust vs Mach number.
3.3.2 Nominal Combustor Geometry
Figure 3-1 shows the nominal combustor geometry used in the 1D analysis. Here, the
step can be seen at the instantaneous increase in radius of 2cm. The diverging area of
the combustor starts at 𝑥 = 6.1365m and ends at 𝑥 = 7.6281m where the nozzle begins.
Fuel injection occurs at the step.
Figure 3-1: Nominal combustor geometry
3.3.3 Assumptions and Limitations
Inherent to the quasi one dimensional analysis are several limitations. Several assumptions
and limitations key to this project will be defined here for the reader. The cycle analysis
assumes that if fuel is present it will be combusted with a certain efficiency, irrespective
of the kinetics of the system; if there is an amount of fuel in the engine it will combust to
the specified efficiency not incorporating the speed of the reaction. This means the results
are ideal for use as a guide to the performance and conditions within the engine, but not
the final word and hence further analysis has to be performed. As to the combustion
efficiency, a value of 80% was chosen as a representative value of achievable efficiency as
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it was by Jazra et. al. [8]. This value will have to be subsequently confirmed using two
or three dimensional numerical simulations for this combustor configurations.
3.4 Performance Across Trajectory
As an outcome to the analysis, several graphs were generated to understand the
consequences of the results. These were pressure and temperature values at the throat
of the scramjet which govern operability and ignition, and pressure, temperature, Mach
number and area profiles throughout the trajectory.
Figure 3-2 shows the pressure at the throat of the scramjet for varying angles of
attack and freestream Mach number. The solid black line shown on the surface of the plot
represents a pressure of 50kPa and the dashed line represents the trajectory taken by the
vehicle studied. 5 kPa is accepted as the lower limit for robust combustion with 100kPa
being the maximum [12]. From this figure, it can be seen the inlet provides adequate
pressure to the combustor throughout the trajectory. For the Mach 10 upper limit, it
appears to approach the 50kPa region, and confirmation of this is suggested in further
work. This is marginal and should not overly affect performance.
Figure 3-2: Pressure at the throat of the scramjet; dotted line representing current
trajectory and solid lines being the limits
If this vehicle is operated at low angles of attack and high Mach numbers it will
fall into this low pressure zone and methods of increasing the pressure, such as through
fluidic compression, will be required to ensure adequate combustion occurs.
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Figure 3-3 provides a surface plot of the temperature at the throat of the engine
for different angles of attack and free stream Mach number. Here, the solid blank line
denotes the hydrogen autoignition point of 773.15K, and the dashed line represents the
trajectory of the studied vehicle. Note that the maximum temperature shown in this
graph does not approach the limit of 1560K as suggested by Heiser and Pratt [?]. As the
vehicle spends some of its time below the ignition temperature of the fuel, an additional
heat source will be required for initial combustion to occur. After initial ignition, there
must be a method of sustaining combustion, as the incoming flow’s temperature will not
be high enough to continue it until part way through the flight. Such a mechanism will
be investigated in Chapter Four.
Figure 3-3: Temperature at the throat of the scramjet; dotted line representing current
trajectory and solid line being autoignition
In Figure 3-4 the Mach number and areas of supersonic flow throughout the
trajectory have been plotted. The area profiles have been normalised to the throat area.
Note, the 𝑥 axis is position along the engine. At the lower Mach numbers, the supersonic
core flow area is reduced when compared to the actual combustor area. This is as a result
of separation, and indicates dual mode combustion.
Dual mode combustion is seen to Mach values of 7.85 with the fuel injector
location at the step. The Mach numbers of the core flow area increase with increasing free
stream Mach numbers. There are slightly different profiles for the dual mode combustion
Mach numbers, with a reduction in sections where the separated region is present. The
flow slows down due to combustion and accelerates due to the area expansion of the
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Figure 3-4: Area and Mach number profiles throughout the trajectory
nozzle.
The temperature profiles throughout the trajectory can be viewed in Figure 3-5.
This gives an indication of the maximum temperatures throughout the flight, reaching
just about 2500K. The temperature also increases when separation occurs in the dual
mode combustion regime, as seen by the spikes before 𝑥 = 5.3m in the low freestream
Mach number profiles.
Figure 3-5: Temperature profiles along the trajectory
Figure 3-6 shows the pressure profiles along the engine throughout the trajectory.
The pressure can be seen to rise to 0.4MPa; a large but not insurmountable pressure to
be withstood by combustor design. This pressure rise is significantly higher for the dual
mode combustion cases, and the separation is shown to cause a pressure rise as expected.
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Figure 3-6: Pressure profiles along the trajectory
The thrust from the engine alone is shown in Figure 3-7. It decreases with
increasing Mach number. In general, this is due to the increasing losses through the
compression process and decreased mass flow rate through the engine, with increasing
Mach number. There is a drop of 3.62
Figure 3-7: Thrust along the trajectory
3.5 Conclusion
This analysis used a constant fueling location preliminary combustor design to analyse
the performance of the CREST inlet over an accelerating trajectory. 1D analysis provides
a strong base by highlighting the potential problems, upon which further work needs to
be performed.
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The main conclusions found from the 1D analysis were:
1. The engine will need a heat source to force ignition at the beginning of its trajectory;
2. Dual mode combustion can occur for a significant portion of the flight, at least up
to Mach 7.85;
3. The pressure supplied to the combustor is adequate for robust combustion
throughout the flight;
4. If the scramjet is operated at low angles of attack and high Mach numbers, the
pressure supplied to the combustor will need to be improved to offer robust
combustion;
5. The maximum temperature experienced by the flow is around 2500K and the
maximum pressure 400kPa, which are deemed to be acceptable;
6. Thrust changes discretely at the transition from dual mode combustion to supersonic
only combustion; and
7. The current engine geometry provides a maximum thrust of 20 000N at Mach 6,
reducing to 8 500N at Mach 9.4.
3.6 Recommendations
From this analysis, several further areas need to be investigated. The following are
suggestions for future work:
∙ Determine how to sustain dual mode combustion;
∙ Study possible heat sources to start combustion;
∙ Determine the affect of different fueling positions on the thrust and combustion
regime - dual mode or supersonic only;
∙ Determine when transitioning from dual mode combustion to supersonic only is
most beneficial to performance;
∙ Figure out methods of assisting the engine transition; and
∙ Consider any negligible effects of the sudden thrust change at the transition point.
The following Chapter examines a method of sustaining dual mode combustion.
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Expansion Ramp Combustor
This Chapter details the procedure used to design the expansion ramp combustor, use of
numerical simulation and the results obtained. Two combustor designs were examined
in this preliminary investigation into the possible use of expansion ramp combustors
sustaining dual mode combustion.
In the previous Chapter, dual mode combustion occured below a Mach number
of 7.85. Usually it is required to anchor this mode of combustion along with holding the
flame for when forced ignition is needed. A criteria for a holding mechanism is that it has
low losses at high Mach numbers. The expansion ramp combustor has been identified as
a good candidate for this.
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4.1 Introduction
Two dimensional simulations can provide information about the flow that cannot be
achieved by a one dimensional analysis. Detailed combustion models, boundary layer
interactions, interactions between fuel injection and incoming flow, and turbulence
characteristics are just some of the phenomenon that can be modeled in such a
simulation to provide an understanding of how a flow behaves.
The 2D solver used for this thesis is Eilmer3, which has been developed at The
University of Queensland. This is a numerical solver that can solve either 2D or 3D
transient compressible flows [7], meaning it is a valuable tool in understanding hypersonic
flows. Eilmer3 uses a finite volume approach [6]. To update a flow for each subsequent
time step, mass, momentum, energy and species conservation equations are solved [6].
The simulations performed here are axisymmetric, assuming the profile is constant and
can be revolved around the centre of the flow (in this case the centre of the combustor).
This will provide an understanding of how the flow behaves within the combustor.
4.2 Methodology
In Eilmer3, to prepare a simulation a python file is required, creating the geometry as well
as setting up turbulence models and simulation variables. The program e3prep.py is used
to set up the simulation parameters, followed by e3shared.exe or e3mpi.exe which run the
simulation. Post processing is done by e3post.py, which can be visualised in ParaView.
As mentioned in Section 2.6, the expansion ramp combustor has the potential to
hold dual mode flow. A cross-section of the combustor will be analysed to determine the
flow characteristics for a freestream Mach number of 6. The aim of these simulations is
to determine whether the the characteristics seen in the paper produced by Bonanos et
al. can be recreated for the current inlet conditions. The Mach number of 6 has been
chosen as there will be significant dual mode flow in this region and therefore gives the
combustor design an increased chance of working.
As the flow entering the combustor has been affected by the inlet with generation
of a boundary layer, an inflow profile needs to be generated. This was done by finding the
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distance from the combustor entrance to the freestream, and recognising the nature of the
inlet means that this distance varies around the combustor. To define a representative
flow, half the maximum distance to the start of the combustor was used. A simple
axisymmetric pipe flow model was then simulated to find the boundary layer expected
at the start of the combustor. The outflow of this pipe was used as the inflow to the
combustor. The python file used for this simulation is called cyl.py and can be seen in
Appendix A.
Four different cases were explored which can be seen in Table 4.1. The different
injection schemes and their reasonings will be detailed in subsequent sections.
Table 4.1: Simulations performed
No. Injection Angle Injection Scheme Combustor Modeled Injection Position
1 45∘ Sonic Half Original (A)
2 45∘ Sonic Full Original (A)
3 30∘ Sonic Full Modified (B)
4 7∘ Porous Full Modified (B)
The parameters for each of these different simulations are changed within the file
combustor.py, which is the prepatory file. This file can be seen in Appendix A.
4.2.1 Preparing the Combustor Geometry
Geometry A
Geometry A has the same dimensions as the baseline combustor used for the one
dimensional analysis. However the step has been replaced by the ramp as seen in Figure
4-1. For the half combustor simulation, the expanding section of the combustor was
ignored. For the half combustor, the number of cells was 8 160, and for the full
combustor, there were 18 960 cells. For simulation number 3, the ramp angle was
changed to 30 degrees and shifted closer to the combustor entrance.
Geometry B
For the modified geometry, the ramp angle was set at 20 degrees to the flow, with the
ramp location moved closer to the inlet upstream. This was performed to match the
location of the separation found in the one dimensional cycle analysis for fuel injection
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scheme two. It was thought that this may have an improved chance of assisting initial
separation and maintaining it. The number of cells for this simulation was 33 000.
4.2.2 Fuel Injection Scheme 1
The first injection scheme used an injector at sonic conditions and the prescribed angle
to the flow. Sonic flow for the fuel is used to avoid the interaction with the flow causing
choking or other, related issues. This approach uses a small portion of the ramp width as
an injector surface. To determine the required area of the ramp the following procedure
is used. Note that the mass flow rate required of the fuel is known from the air mass flow
rate.
∙ Set the pressure and temperature of fuel reservoir;
∙ From isentropic relations find exit conditions for sonic flow (pressure, temperature
and density);
∙ Determine the required mass flow rate at the injector exit;
∙ Determine injector area required; and
∙ Consider angle of ramp (when setting the height of injector in the code).
In this injection scheme, a reservoir pressure of 1MPa and temperature of 300K
was used.
4.2.3 Fuel Injection Scheme 2
In Bonanos et al.’s paper, the fuel was injected using a porous injector over the full face of
the step, and this injection scheme attempted to recreate their methodology. The turning
angle and pressure of the flow found in the 1D analysis at the point of separation were
used to determine the injection conditions. The aim was to inject fuel such that the shear
layer generated was at the angle given by the quasi 1D flow, 𝜃, found to be 7 degrees .
Figure 4-1 shows the 2D combustor geometry, with incoming conditions.
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Figure 4-1: Combustor injection scheme 2
𝑃2 in Figure 4-1
is assumed to be the pressure generated
by an oblique shock wave that turns
the flow with 𝜃 = 7 degrees. From oblique
shock relations with 𝑀1 = 2.78 and 𝜃
= 7∘ the other parameters can be found:
𝛽 = 26.46∘, 𝑃2
𝑃1
= 1.623
⇒ 𝑃2 = 115 736Pa
The injector is assumed to be a drilled plate with 60% open fraction with the flow at
the holes being just subsonic such that immediately after passage through the holes it
expands with a ratio of 𝐴2
𝐴* =
1
0.6 . From subsonic isentropic flow relations the rest of the
properties can be found:
𝑀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 0.3778, 𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑃0 = 0.9062,
𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑇0
0.9722, 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜌0
= 0.932
⇒ 𝑃0,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 127716𝑃𝑎, 𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 291.7𝐾, 𝑢𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 490.02, 𝜌0,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 0.09695 𝑘𝑔𝑚3
⇒ 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑗 = ?˙?𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 0.01762𝑚2
The height of the injector face can then be described by:
𝐴𝑥 = 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑠(7)
𝐴𝑥 = 𝜋(𝑟2 + ℎ2)− 𝜋𝑟2
⇒ ℎ = 2𝑐𝑚
4.2.4 Assumptions and Limitations
Key assumptions to note are:
∙ The walls of the combustor are adiabatic; this is an acceptable assumption for a
flight test as the walls will approach this condition; and
∙ The combustor can be modeled as axisymmetric, which is acceptable as the
combustor is of an axisymmetric shape and this will give a good indication of flow
conditions.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Fuel Injection Scheme 1
Short Combustor
The first simulation run was a shortened version of the combustor as specified in Section
4.2.1. The fuel injection was at the step location at 45∘ to the oncoming flow at a sonic
condition. This simulation was run for 5ms. As the conditions of the simulation are
heavily time dependent, two plots were generated, at t = 3.95ms and t = 5ms. These are
Figures 4-2 and 4-3. Large scale vortices are seen after close to the fuel injection point in
both 4-2 and 4-3. This is effective in mixing the fuel and air, increasing the combustion
efficiency. The product of combustion, 𝐻20, can be seen here in blue.
Figure 4-2: Shortened combustor simulation, fuel injection 45∘, t = 3.95ms
Figure 4-3: Shortened combustor simulation, fuel injection 45∘, t = 5ms
Here dual mode combustion with a recirculation zone has been successfully
instigated. The boundary layer separation point moves up the combustor, and is not
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steady at the end of the simulation. This boundary layer growth is driven by the
pressure increase in the combustor. It is important to understand the extent at which
this grows. The boundary layer’s growth upstream was predicted by the 1D analysis.
The oblique shock train follows the separation point’s movement upstream. The
hydrogen combusts as seen by the presence of water. Large temperatures are generated
in the combustor due to the shocks and boundary layer generation. Even though the
incoming flow is below the autoignition point, there is combustion occurring due to the
combination of the high temperature in the boundary layer’s separated area, shock train
and recirculation zone introducing longer residence times.
Full Combustor
The full version of the combustor was also simulated to determined how the flow
behaved after the expansion. This simulation shows the same results as the previous,
shorter combustion simulation. A recirculation region can be seen after the fuel
injection, with separation occuring ahead of it. During the diverging section of the
combustor, the combustion products reach approximately halfway into the combustion
chamber, indicating an area penetration of 75%.
Figure 4-4: Full combustor simulation, 45∘, t = 4ms
Reduced Angle
Figure 4-5 shows the simulation performed with the first fuel injection scheme at a reduced
injection angle of 30∘. The only other change made was the location of the ramp; it was
moved further upstream. An interesting result was found, in that the recirculation zone
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never initiated. Though the simulation was for a shorter time period, the 45∘ injection
caused recirculations at this time period, and unsteadiness was seen near the fuel injeciton
area. Throughout the duration of this simulation, no such unsteadiness was found.
The presence of combustion products at the rear of the combustor is due to the
initial condition and not an accurate representation of the flow. In this simulation, the
fuel rich area is severely affected by the oblique shock train and is forced towards the wall.
No dual mode combustion region with recirculation region is initiated in this simulation,
as no boundary layer propagates up the combustor. The two factors that could affect this
zone are the size of the boundary layer at this fueling location and the injection angle.
A larger boundary layer may allow the fuel to penetrate further and subsequently form
recirculations.
Figure 4-5: Full combustor simulation, 30∘, t = 3ms
4.3.2 Fuel Injection Scheme 2
Similarly to the 30∘ injection case, the porous injection failed to instigate a recirculation
zone or separate the flow upstream of injection. The fuel merely travels downstream in a
large clump. The conditions are not appropriate for the flow to recirculate as seen in the
experiment performed in [2] or in the earlier simulations. The oblique shock wave also
forces the fuel flow towards the wall, restricting the combustion region. It is possible that
a larger boundary layer may allow this injection scheme to recirculate.
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Figure 4-6: Porous injector simulation, 7∘
The pressure of the fuel post-injection correctly matched that expected with
the interaction to the main flow as can be seen in Figure 4-7, which indicates the fuel
injection condition was correctly set. It is possible that a steeper angle of injection may
cause recirculation for the porous case.
Figure 4-7: Porous injector simulation, 7∘, pressure
4.4 Conclusion
The set of axisymmetric simulations shown here were produced in Eilmer3. They have
provided a preliminary analysis in the use of expansion ramp combustors for holding dual
mode flow. The main conclusions found from this are:
1. A dual mode combustion region can be initiated by an expansion ramp combustor;
2. Injection angle, scheme and boundary layer height affect the behaviour of the flow;
3. The porous injection case was able to be designed correctly to match pressure
conditions inside the combustor; and
4. The porous injection case was not able to initiate a recirculation zone for the
geometry set.
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This indicates that an expansion ramp combustor provides a method of sustaining
dual mode combustion by increasing residence time of the fuel in the combustor and
separating the flow. This design should therefore be investigated further.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
This Chapter details the conclusions found in the preceding work and provides some
thoughts on future work that may lead off from this thesis.
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5.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, an analysis using 1D tools was performed for a scramjet engine with CREST
inlet and preliminary combustor design. This was undertaken with the goal of determining
areas throughout the trajectory which needed to be further investigated and resolved.
This analysis showed that the inlet provides good performance throughout the flight
with a preliminary combustor design. For this trajectory, specific problems include: low
temperature incoming flow through the first portion of the flight, and a significant area
of dual mode combustion. The pressure entering the combustor throughout the flight is
adequate enough to assist combustion. For low angles of attack and high Mach numbers
the pressure entering the combustor is lower than desired. For flights in these conditions it
would be necessary to investigate methods of increasing the pressure. Fluidic compression
provides such a method.
Dual mode combustion is a difficult phenomenon to contain within the engine, as
the low temperature of the incoming air means that ignition of the fuel is not spontaneous.
It is therefore necessary to generate a high temperature zone throughout this region so
that combustion can occur. One method of doing this is the expansion ramp combustor,
of which the aim is to create a recirculation region caused by the shearing between the
incoming flow and the fuel injection.
Several 2D axisymmetric simulations were performed to examine the possibility of
using such an expansion ramp combustor. These used adiabatic walls. One subset of these
simulations was done using sonic fuel injection and the other used a porous injector plate
over the whole ramp. For sonic fuel injection and 45∘ angle of injection, a recirculation
region was generated and dual mode combustion was sustained. Reducing the angle to
30∘ and moving the injection location upstream however, yielded no recirculating zone
and showed no separation. In this simulation, the mixing of fuel was poor and did not
penetrate far into the core flow area.
The porous injector case had been demonstrated in an experiment [2]. In the
simulation, the fuel injection was specified to match the pressure generated by its
interaction with the core flow and the location was matched to the one predicted by the
1D analysis. However with a 7∘ injection angle, no recirculation region was created.
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This indicates creating a dual mode combustion region is affected by the injection, and
fueling scheme and location. By moving the porous injection location towards the rear
of the combustor, where a larger boundary layer exists, this scheme may generate a
recirculation region. Alternate injection schemes could be used when the scramjet has
accelerated past the dual mode region.
The CREST inlet has been shown here to provide good performance throughout
a trajectory intended for an access to space vehicle. Also, this preliminary investigation
showed that it is possible to create a sustained dual mode combustion region using an
expansion ramp combustor, and may be beneficial to use with the CREST inlet in an
access to space vehicle.
5.2 Future Work
The analysis performed in this thesis provides a base which other work can solidify and
build from. From the 1D analysis a key finding of low initial temperature indicates that
heat sources are required to be investigated. This will determine how the engine is ignited
at the beginning of its trajectory.
Further 1D analysis could be used to optimise the combustor; varying fueling
locations, divergence angles, isolator length etc. As these parameters affect the engine’s
performance, and dual mode combustion section of the trajectory, it is important to gain
a more finished design before moving towards the expansion ramp combustor analysis.
Some form of verification on the combustion efficiency could be performed to yield more
accurate 1D analysis.
If the engine was desired to be used at low angles of attack, alternative
compression methods need to be investigated. The effects of fluidic and thermal
compression on this engine could be analysed to provide increased performance for this
area, although it is not required currently for this trajectory.
Regarding the expansion ramp combustor, it is important to understand when a
sustained recirculating region will be generated. This involves testing different injection
schemes and combustor geometries to determine the conditions that affect the
recirculation zone. This may help in the design of future combustors without expensive
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simulations. As the combustor design used for this analysis is a preliminary one, further
work should be performed on its optimisation. This ties in with the previous suggestion,
as fueling and ramp location will change performance of the engine.
To assist subsequent simulations of the porous injector case, it may be prudent to
investigate numerically the one used by Bonanos et al. [2]. This would help by validating
the results and may provide additional insight into the mechanics of the recirculating
zone.
The simulations performed in this thesis used the full scale geometry and
adiabatic walls. Further analysis with cold walls could be conducted to examine how it
will perform at this lower end of the conditions, as the wall temperature will affect the
performance.
As there are two significantly different operating conditions in the engine; dual
mode combustion and supersonic, the transition between the two will need to be
understood. Further work could therefore involve simulating the combustor through the
transition.
Further analysis of this expansion ramp combustor will result in an optimised
design that greatly assists with the performance of the access to space scramjet.
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Appendix A
Eilmer 3 Prepatory Files
A.1 Combustor 45∘ Sonic Injection
## \file combustor.py
## \brief Test job -specification file for mbcns_prep.py
## Expanding ramp combustor set -up file
## Used examples from the Elimer Handbook [7]
## Elmer3 port , July 2008
##
job_title = "Expansion␣Ramp␣Combustor"
print job_title
# Set global data
# Turn turbulence on
gdata.title = job_title
gdata.case_id = 0
gdata.axisymmetric_flag = 1
gdata.turbulence_model = "k_omega"
gdata.diffusion_model = "FicksFirstLaw"
gdata.diffusion_flag = 1
gdata.t_order = 1
# Select species
species=select_gas_model(model=’thermally␣perfect␣gas’,
species =[’O’, ’O2’, ’N’, ’N2’, ’H’, ’H2’, ’H2O’, ’HO2’,
’OH’, ’NO’, ’NO2’, ’HNO2’, ’HNO3’, ’O3’, ’H2O2’, ’HNO’])
set_reaction_scheme("Rogers_Schexnayder.lua", reacting_flag =1)
# Set initial state
in_pressure = 7131.0;
in_temp = 709.91;
in_Mach = 2.780155995;
gamma = 1.364;
a = math.sqrt(gamma*in_temp *287);
ux = a*in_Mach;
# Set up combustor geometry
#
# n r3
# / |
# / |
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# / blk5 |
# f--blk3 ---g | r3
# / | |
# e----blk2 ---h--blk6 ----q r2
# d-----c-------------k----------s r
# | | | |
# |blk0 | blk1 | blk7 |
# | | | |
# a-----b-------------m----------t
# l l2 l3
# set r and l
r = 0.13;
r2= 0.15227;
r3= 0.1842;
r3b =0.15242965;
l = 0.8393;
l2= 1.6365;
l3 = 3.1281;
l3b = 1.6439595;
delta_w = (r2 -r)
# Hydrogen flow - P0 = 1MPA , T0 = 300K - from isen realtions the others
# are found
m_dot = 0.83697
# M1 conditions = p_e = 528.28e3, t_e = 250
# increased pressure condition -- using caltech compressible flow
# cal (value *___) this is for the porous injector case , ignore
p_e = 528.28 e3;
#p_res = p_e /0.78400395;
t_e = 250; #300* 0.93283582;
m_e = 1.0;
k_hyd = 1.405
R_hyd = 4120
rho_e = p_e/R_hyd/t_e
v_e = math.sqrt(k_hyd*R_hyd*t_e)*m_e
A_e = m_dot/rho_e/v_e
#solving quadratic to find height of--ae=2*pi*rc*l=2*pi*(r+lcos45 )*l
angle = 45; thetar= math.pi/180* angle;
aa = math.cos(thetar)
bb = r
cc = -A_e /(2* math.pi)
l_i = (-bb + math.sqrt(bb**2-4*aa*cc ))/(2* aa)
# Specify last geometry
e_height = l_i*math.sin(thetar )+r; e_width = l_i*math.cos(thetar )+l;
f_width = delta_w/math.tan(thetar )+l;
# Specify hydrogen injection
gmodel = get_gas_model_ptr ()
molef_h = {’H2’:1.0}
massf_h = gmodel.to_massf(molef_h)
# Set up angle
angle2flow = 45; a2fr = angle2flow*math.pi/180
#a2sr = a2fr + thetar; #angle to surface in radians
hyd_flow = FlowCondition(p=p_e , u=math.cos(a2fr)*v_e ,
v=-math.sin(a2fr)*v_e , T=t_e , massf=massf_h)
# Incoming flow --removed -- already defined by udf -supersonic ...
#molef = {’O2 ’:1.0, ’N2 ’:3.76}
#massf = gmodel.to_massf(molef)
#inflow
= FlowCondition(p=in_pressure , u=ux, v=0.0, T=in_temp , massf=massf)
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# Fill condition with low P and T
molef = {’O2’:1.0, ’N2’:3.76}
massf = gmodel.to_massf(molef)
fill_init = FlowCondition(p=5000 , u=0.0, v=0.0, T=220, massf=massf)
# Geomtery points
a = Node (0.0 ,0.00); b = Node(l ,0.00); c = Node(l,r); d = Node (0.0,r)
e = Node(e_width ,e_height ); f=Node(f_width ,r2); g = Node(l2 ,r2)
h=Node(l2,e_height ); k=Node(l2,r);m=Node(l2 ,0.0)
n =Node(l3,r3); q=Node(l3,e_height );
s=Node(l3,r);
t=Node(l3 ,0.0)
s0 = Line(a,b); n0 = Line(d,c); w0 = Line(a,d); e0 = Line(b,c)
s1 = Line(b,m); n1 = Line(c,k); w1 = Line(b,c); e1 = Line(m,k)
s2 = Line(c,k); n2 = Line(e,h); w2 = Line(c,e); e2 = Line(k,h)
s3 = Line(e,h); n3 = Line(f,g); w3 = Line(e,f); e3 = Line(h,g)
#s4 = Line(g,q); n4 = Line(p,n); w4 = Line(g,p); e4 = Line(q,n)
s5 = Line(h,q); n5 = Line(g,n); w5 = Line(h,g); e5 = Line(q,n)
s6 = Line(k,s); n6 = Line(h,q); w6 = Line(k,h); e6 = Line(s,q)
s7 = Line(m,t); n7 = Line(k,s); w7 = Line(m,k); e7 = Line(t,s)
# The following lists are in order [N, E, S, W]
b_l0 = [AdiabaticBC (),None , SlipWallBC (),
UserDefinedBC("udf -supersonic -in-turb -shock -h2-rogers.lua")]
b_l1 = [None ,None ,SlipWallBC (),None]
b_l2 = [None ,None ,None ,SupInBC(hyd_flow )]
#above needs to change slipwall bc to fuel
b_l3 = [AdiabaticBC (),None ,None ,AdiabaticBC ()]
#b_l4 = [AdiabaticBC (), ExtrapolateOutBC (),None ,AdiabaticBC ()]
b_l5 = [AdiabaticBC (), ExtrapolateOutBC (),None ,None]
b_l6 = [None ,ExtrapolateOutBC (),None ,None]
b_l7 = [None ,ExtrapolateOutBC (), SlipWallBC (),None]
c_l0 = [RobertsClusterFunction (1,1,1.05), RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.01),
RobertsClusterFunction (1,1,1.05), RobertsClusterFunction (0 ,1 ,1.01)]
c_l1 = [RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.05), RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.01),
RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.05), RobertsClusterFunction (0 ,1 ,1.01)]
c_l2 = [RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.05), RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.9),
RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.05), RobertsClusterFunction (0 ,1 ,1.9)]
c_l3 = [RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.05), RobertsClusterFunction (1,1,1.1),
RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.05), RobertsClusterFunction (1 ,1 ,1.1)];
c_l4 = [RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.1), RobertsClusterFunction (1,1,1.1),
RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.1), RobertsClusterFunction (1 ,1 ,1.1)];
c_l5 = [RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.9), RobertsClusterFunction (1,1,1.1),
RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.9), RobertsClusterFunction (1 ,1 ,1.1)];
c_l6 = [RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.9), RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.9),
RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.9), RobertsClusterFunction (1 ,1 ,1.9)];
c_l7 = [RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.9), RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.01),
RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.9), RobertsClusterFunction (0 ,1 ,1.01)];
# Assemble the block from the geometry , discretization and boundary data.
blk0 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(n0 , e0 , s0 , w0 , grid_type="AO"),
nni=120, nnj=50, nbi=10,nbj=1,
bc_list=b_l0 ,
cf_list=c_l0 ,
fill_condition=fill_init)
blk1 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(n1 , e1 , s1 , w1),
nni=120, nnj=50, nbi=10,nbj=1,
bc_list=b_l1 ,
cf_list=c_l1 ,
fill_condition=fill_init)
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blk2 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(n2 , e2 , s2 , w2),
nni=120, nnj=8, nbi=10,nbj=1,
bc_list=b_l2 ,
cf_list=c_l2 ,
fill_condition=fill_init)
blk3 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(n3 , e3 , s3 , w3),
nni=120, nnj=50, nbi=10,nbj=1,
bc_list=b_l3 ,
cf_list=c_l3 ,
fill_condition=fill_init)
blk5 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(n5 , e5 , s5 , w5),
nni=100, nnj=50, nbi=10,nbj=1,
bc_list=b_l5 ,
cf_list=c_l5 ,
fill_condition=fill_init)
blk6 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(n6 , e6 , s6 , w6),
nni=100, nnj=8, nbi=10,nbj=1,
bc_list=b_l6 ,
cf_list=c_l6 ,
fill_condition=fill_init)
blk7 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(n7 , e7 , s7 , w7),
nni=100, nnj=50, nbi=10,nbj=1,
bc_list=b_l7 ,
cf_list=c_l7 ,
fill_condition=fill_init)
identify_block_connections ()
# Set global data
gdata.viscous_flag = 1
gdata.flux_calc = ADAPTIVE
gdata.max_time = 5.0e-3 # seconds
gdata.max_step = 1000000
gdata.dt = 1.0e-9
gdata.stringent_cfl = 0
gdata.dt_plot = 50.0e-6
sketch.window(xmin=-0.1, ymin =-0.01, xmax=l3+0.5, ymax=r3 +0.1)
A.2 Preporatory Inflow for Combustor
## \file
## Written using examples from the Eilmer3 guidebook [7]
## Damian Curran 2016
##
job_title = "Preparation␣flow␣for␣combustor"
print job_title
#set global data
gdata.title = job_title
gdata.case_id = 0
gdata.axisymmetric_flag = 1
gdata.turbulence_model = "k_omega"
gdata.diffusion_model = "FicksFirstLaw"
gdata.diffusion_flag = 1
gdata.t_order = 1
# Specify species
species=select_gas_model(model=’thermally␣perfect␣gas’,
species =[’O’, ’O2’, ’N’, ’N2’, ’H’, ’H2’, ’H2O’, ’HO2’, ’OH’, ’NO’, ’NO2’, ’HNO2’, ’HNO3’, ’O3’, ’H2O2’, ’HNO’])
set_reaction_scheme("Rogers_Schexnayder.lua", reacting_flag =1)
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gmodel = get_gas_model_ptr ()
molef = {’O2’:1.0, ’N2’:3.76}
massf = gmodel.to_massf(molef)
#testing outflow ghostBC so usign uicker computation
#select_gas_model(model=’ideal gas ’,
# species=[’air ’])
# Define flow conditions
in_pressure = 71831.0;
in_temp = 709.91;
in_Mach = 2.780155995;
gamma = 1.364;
a = math.sqrt(gamma*in_temp *287);
ux = a*in_Mach;
# initiate turbulence values
I_inf = 0.01
mu_t_on_mu = 1.0;
tke_inf = 1.5 * (ux * I_inf )**2
rho_inf = in_pressure / (287.0 * in_temp)
def mu_air(T):
"Sutherland␣expression␣for␣air␣viscosity."
# Finds the viscosty of the air at a given temperature
from math import sqrt
mu_ref = 17.89e-6; T_ref = 273.1; S = 110.4
T_T0 = T / T_ref
return mu_ref * (T_ref + S)/(T + S) * T_T0 * sqrt(T_T0);
mu_t_inf = mu_t_on_mu * mu_air(in_temp)
omega_inf = rho_inf * tke_inf / mu_t_inf
inflow
= FlowCondition(p=in_pressure , u=ux, v=0.0, T=in_temp , massf=massf ,
tke = tke_inf , omega=omega_inf)
#change massf back to massf=massf
# Set up a quadrilateral in the (x,y)-plane.
# d-----c
# | |
# | |
# | |
# a-----b
# set r and l
r = 0.13;
l = 2;
a = Node (0.0 ,0.00); b = Node(l ,0.00); c = Node(l,r); d = Node (0.0,r)
south = Line(a,b); north = Line(d,c); west = Line(a,d); east = Line(b,c)
# The following lists are in order [N, E, S, W]
bndry_list = [AdiabaticBC (), ExtrapolateOutBC (), SlipWallBC (),
SupInBC(inflow )]
cluster_list = [RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.9),
RobertsClusterFunction (0,1,1.01),
RobertsClusterFunction (1,0,1.9),
RobertsClusterFunction (0 ,1 ,1.0025)]
#Assemble the block from the geometry , discretization and boundary data
# use superblock2D
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blk = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(north , east , south , west ,
grid_type="AO"),
nni=100, nnj=50, nbi=10,nbj=1,
bc_list=bndry_list , cf_list=cluster_list ,
fill_condition=inflow)
# set global data
gdata.viscous_flag = 1
gdata.flux_calc = ADAPTIVE
gdata.sequence_blocks = 1
gdata.max_time = 1.37e-3 # seconds
gdata.max_step = 4000000
gdata.dt = 1.0e-9
gdata.cfl = 0.5
gdata.dt_plot = 4.0e-3
sketch.xaxis (0.0, 1.0, 0.2, -0.05)
sketch.yaxis (0.0, 1.0, 0.2, -0.04)
sketch.scales (0.12, 0.12)
sketch.origin (0.05 ,0.05)
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Appendix B
Dmcycle Prepatory File
c**************************************************
c************* accel.f **********************
c**************************************************
c Program to automatically generate characteristics
c along a trajectory
c Damian Curran
c Parts Based from James Boyd -Moss (28/5/2012)
c
c
program database
c Define Variables
common /control/ igas
common /throat/ M2 ,p2 ,t2 ,ht2 ,f2 ,ar2 ,w2 ,u2 ,ht2_298 ,R2 ,gam2
common /exit/ Me ,pe ,te ,fe ,ace ,ue ,hte_298 ,Re ,game
common /prop1/ spf , Ispve
real*8 :: thetab (5), baseline (210)
c change the below allocations when using more points
real*8 :: time (100), machlist (100) , pdynamic (100)
real*8 :: alphax (100), mass (100) , fuel (100) , thtvgx (100)
real*8 :: t2list (100), mach2list (100) , p2list (100)
real*8 :: altList (100), countlist (100)
real*8 ::gama (2,19)
real*8 :: wf_list (100), ff_list (100)
real :: T0 ,M0 ,gamR ,gam0 ,Aratio ,T2 ,spf ,ff
real :: alpx , mach , tim , fue , thtx , mas , pdyn
real :: alt , dum1 , dum2 , dum3 , dum4 , dum6
real :: xread ,Mread ,arearead ,acread ,pread ,tread
real :: wread ,fread ,uread ,gamread ,Ht_2_9_8read
real :: thint ,thve ,spfint ,spfread ,Ispint ,Ispve ,u0 ,etao
real :: p0 ,M2 ,p2 ,R,phi ,w02 ,wf ,Ep ,piI ,nke
real :: wair ,rho2 ,ar2 ,xsep ,pref ,iso ,theta
real :: Rf ,vf ,ffo2 ,ER ,wfold ,effc
integer :: EOFcheck , counter , trajcounter
integer :: pos ,iftype ,iterate , xp , x
integer :: iterate2 ,iteration
integer :: dum5
real*8 atm(2,5),fsa(20),isp(20),Ma(20),pa(20)
real*8 ta(20),ga(20),ra(20), prop (140)
REAL altKm , TZERO , tempAlt
REAL sigma ,delta ,thetaAlt
PARAMETER(TZERO =288.15)
* call dmcycle
51
52
* end program
c TRAJ.in contains trajectory data base
c gamma.in contains variation of gamma with temperature for air
c Performance data written to dmc_multiple.dat from dmcycle_eq_it.f
open(2,file=’TRAJ.in’)
open(4,file=’gamma.in’)
open(14,file=’Traj_data.out’)
open(60,file=’throat_values.out’)
open(61,file=’dmc_multiple.dat’)
open(62,file=’length_check.out’)
write (14,*)’Thrust ’
c Loop to load trajectory database
read (2,*)
read (2,*)
read (2,*)
read (2,*)
read (2,*)
c loop size depends on input trajectory
c machlist - mach numbers to iterate through
c pdynamic - corresponding dynamic pressure
c alphax - angle of attack
c altList - corresponding altitudes
c
c this loop (33) determines the number of points to iterate through
trajcounter = 0 !for length determination
do 33
read(2,*, IOSTAT = EOFcheck)
if (EOFcheck < 0) then
exit
else
write (61,*)
trajcounter = trajcounter + 1
endif
* write (61,*) M0,T0,p0,M2
33 continue
c
c
close (2)
open(2,file=’TRAJ.in’)
read (2,*)
read (2,*)
read (2,*)
read (2,*)
read (2,*)
do 50 j = 1,trajcounter
read (2,*) tim , mach , pdyn , alpx , mas , fue , dum1 , dum2 ,
& dum3 , dum4 , alt
time(j) = tim
machlist(j) = mach
pdynamic(j) = pdyn
alphax(j) = alpx
mass(j) = mas
altList(j) = alt
50 continue
do 51 j = 1,trajcounter
read (60 ,*) dum1 , dum2 , dum3 , dum4 , dum6
mach2list(j) = dum1
t2list(j) = dum2
p2list(j) = dum3
wf_list(j) = dum4
ff_list(j) = dum6
51 continue
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c
close (60)
close (2)
c
c Loop to load temp dependent data for gamma
read (4,*)
read (4,*)
do 16 j = 1,19
read (4,*) (gama(i,j), i = 1,2)
16 continue
close (4)
gam0 = 1.4
R = 287.035
c
c Loop to iteratively generate input deck for the range of
c specified Mach numbers. Subsequently generate propulsive
c data base
c
c
do 10 iterate = 1,trajcounter
c Open input deck and specify the relevant variables as per
c the user manual
open(1,file=’dmc_eq.in’)
write (1,*)’new␣data␣file␣’
c gam0 R0 gamC Rc Pr
write (1,*)’1.40␣␣287.035␣␣1.34␣␣␣287.035␣␣␣0.72’
c changed iftype from -1 to 1 (no EP)
c istart iunits itemp iback nstat iftype iair
c itemp - specifying conditions with w,f and h
c nstat - number of fuelling stations
c iftype - negative indicates O2 enrichment , 1 = H2, 2 = JP7
write (1,*)’2␣␣0␣␣2␣␣0␣␣1␣␣␣1␣␣0␣’
M0 = machlist(iterate)
c
c Use constant dynamic pressure trajectory to obtain
c pressure
c should use input pressure from traj
p0 = 2* pdynamic(iterate )/(M0**2* gam0)
c
c calls subroutine to find temp at given altitude
altKm = altList(iterate )/1000
call Atmosphere(altKm , sigma ,delta ,thetaAlt)
T0 = TZERO*thetaAlt
c
c Input Mach calculated free stream conditions
write (1,*)M0,p0,T0
c thetab(forebody angle) ar1geom(inlet capture area)
write (1,*) 6.00,’0.299822 ’
write (1,*)’#␣Throat␣Properties ’
c Retrieval of remaining throat properties
M2 = mach2list(iterate)
T2 = t2list(iterate)
p2 = p2list(iterate)
c
pref = 1e6 !reference pressure
c
c loop to find gamma for throat temperatures
xp = 0
do 17 j = 1,19
xp = xp + 1
if (T2 .lt. gama(1,xp+1)) goto 18
17 continue
18 continue
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gam = (T2 -gama(1,xp))/
$ (gama(1,xp+1)-gama(1,xp))*
$ (gama(2,xp+1)-gama(2,xp)) + gama(2,xp)
c
c Calculating mass flow rate of fuel injection
rho2 = p2/(R*T2)
c area throat
ar2 = 5.330788e-2
c
wair = M2*sqrt(gam*R*T2)*rho2*ar2
c
c
c
c for phi = 0.75, xsep = 0.55289085
c phi = 0.98 xsep = 0.52502929
* wf = 0.02875* phi*wair
wf = wf_list(iterate)
ff = ff_list(iterate)
c ff = 0
c xf = 0.96214
* ff = 1880.0* wf
c
effc = 0.8
c
c Throat properties
write (1,*)M2,p2,T2,ar2
x2 = 4.5000 !start of isolator
x4 = 7.6281 !end of combustor
write (1,*)x2, x4, ’0.5’
c
c phi = 1
theta1 = 5
c for reference wf m8 engine = 9.309e-3 at 8
c changed to 0 ,75116 from x2
c changed xf = 5.3393 to 5.35
c wf1 ff1 htf1_298 xf1 x4
write (1,*) wf, ff, ’␣␣2.918 e6␣␣5.3393 ’, x4
c write (1,*)wf,ff , ’0.0000e6 1.03174 0.96214 ’
c dc theta1 ,effc1
write (1,*) ’5.00␣␣0.800 ’
write (1,*)’0.0020␣␣␣0.0002␣␣0.0002␣␣600’
write (1,*)’2␣␣␣␣1␣␣␣0␣␣␣1␣␣␣0’
write (1,*)’1.28302e-2␣␣␣␣0.900 ’
write (1,*)’#␣C-REST␣␣␣␣␣M=’, machlist(iterate)
write (1,*)’7’
write (1,*)’4.5000␣␣␣5.330788e-2␣␣␣0.89341 ’
write (1,*)’4.8500␣␣␣5.330788e-2␣␣␣0.89341 ’
write (1,*)’5.3393␣␣␣5.623985e-2␣␣␣1.77455 ’
write (1,*)’5.3393␣␣␣7.284152e-2␣␣␣0.99598 ’
write (1,*)’6.1365␣␣␣7.284152e-2␣␣␣0.99598 ’
write (1,*)’7.6281␣␣␣1.066158e-1␣␣␣1.20485 ’
write (1,*)’9.6169␣␣␣3.84845e-1␣␣␣␣2.19912 ’
write (1,*)’1␣␣␣␣3␣␣␣1.000␣␣␣1.57716e-2’
c write (1 ,*) ’1.22945e-3 49889. ’
c all values for xsep and phi unnamed are for xf = 0.58 fuel injection
c for test M6 conditions , xsep = 0.55289085 for phi = 0.75
c xsep = 52502929 for phi = 0.98 - -- wrong
c only need 0 after xsep is known
c 8th August - have proper throat values ,
c need to iterate for sep under M8 or iterate = 3
write (1,*)’5.330788e-2␣␣6712.1 ’
c xsep cf toggle 1/0 (iterate/no iterate)
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if (M0 .eq. 6.003353999163714) then
write (1,*)’4.66276081␣␣␣␣␣␣0.0012␣␣␣0’
endif
if (M0 .eq. 6.500743131080284) then
write (1,*)’5.13701377␣␣␣␣␣␣0.0015␣␣␣0’
endif
if (M0 .eq. 7.000505018510850) then
write (1,*)’5.25417847␣␣␣␣␣␣0.0015␣␣␣0’
endif
if (M0 .eq .7.856518597955684) then
write (1,*)’5.31296847␣␣␣␣␣␣0.0015␣␣␣0’
endif
if (M0 .gt. 7.858148011513816) then
write (1,*)’3.3␣␣␣␣␣␣␣0.0015␣␣␣0’
else
write (1,*)’5.0␣␣␣␣␣␣␣0.0015␣␣␣1’
endif
write (1,*)’75.0’
close (1)
c
c DM Cycle is called to perform calculations on the now
c constructed input deck. Code to ouput performance data
c Traj_data.out is within dmcycle itself
c
* if (iterate .eq. 1) then
close (3)
c pressure ratio
c print*, p2/p0
print*, 0.299822/ ar2 , M2
call dmcycle
close (1)
close (3)
open(3,file=’dmc_eq.dat’)
read (3,*)
counter = 0 !for Matlab indexing
do 68
read(3,*, IOSTAT = EOFcheck) xread ,Mread ,arearead ,acread ,
$ pread ,tread ,wread ,fread ,uread ,gamread ,Ht_2_9_8read
if (EOFcheck < 0) then
exit
else
write (61,*) xread ,Mread ,arearead ,acread ,
$ pread*p2list(iterate),
$ tread*t2list(iterate),wread ,fread ,uread ,gamread ,
$ Ht_2_9_8read
counter = counter + 1
endif
c here
countlist(iterate )= counter !holds number of data points for graph
* write (61,*) M0,T0,p0,M2
68 continue
* 65 continue
close (3)
c end of iteration
10 continue
write (62,*) countlist
close (62)
close (61)
close (77)
c
end program
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